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AGAIN ABOUT BIO-ECONOMICS. (I) ITS INSTITUTIVE PRINCIPLES 
 

1. Preamble 

Bio-economics still follows to be edified axiomatically, principled, methodologically, and instrumentally. 
This time, I want to reflect about the possibility to „impose” some principles aimed at to discern between 
Bio-economics and other disciplines which populates the economic field of knowledge or action. In fact, 
like in the cases of other disciplines (either regarding the natural field or the social one), in Bio-economics 
the principles (in the same way as the axioms) cannot be else than discretionarily selected and imposed, 
of course, respecting the coherence of applying the principle of sufficient reason.  

2. The institutive principles 

Generally, by institutive principles must be understood those principles which demands, by necessity, the 
emergence of a particular entity (things, properties, relationships). The institutive principles must verify 
three conditions: a) it is a generating principle: the institutive principle „creates" the entity it controls; b) 
it is an absolutely autonomous principle: it does not depend on another institutive principle; c) it checks 
Leibniz's principle (the principle of sufficient reason). Two examples of institutive principles: a) the 
principle of causality: any event has a cause (NB: of course, except for the institutive principle itself, which 
is the causa sui – e.g. God); we have here a modus tollens condition: 𝐴 → 𝐵, but �̅�, so �̅� (where 𝐴 is cause 

for 𝐵), i.e.  �̅� → �̅�; b) the principle of non-contradiction: 𝐴⋀�̅�̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ . 

I believe four institutive principle should stay for Bio-economics logical ground: 

(1) principle of the living – non-living mix, which has the following attributes: a) eliminates Robbins’s 
definition of the economy (technical allocation of scarce resources with alternative uses based on 
minimizing the opportunity cost); b) introduces, as a mark of the economic, the entropic exchange 
between human being and the non-anthropic nature; c) the economic transaction will lose its 
utilitarian character held by the neoclassical economics. To be mentioned, however, that the 
„entropic advantage" will mean a mutuality of the same category as the „monetary advantage" of 
the economic transaction (that is, equality of the marginal utilities - see Pigou). This institutive 
principles generates four (ontological) worlds: a) BE/1: non-anthropic & non-living world; b) BE/2: 
non-anthropic & living world; c) BE/3: anthropic & non-living world; d) BE/4: anthropic & living 
world. These four BE-worlds form the bio-economic network; 

(2) principle of normativism, which could the following considerations be associated with: a)  the 
current economic (actional) paradigm (the paradigm of optimality), has instituted the positivism 
(with its exacerbation in the Friedman-ian position and within the philosophy of James-ian 
pragmatism); b) in the current neoclassical economics, the purpose is a a-rational one (its choice is 
outside the models of instrumental rationality), but the means are chosen on the basis of the 
instrumental rationality indicated by the already chosen purpose; c) setting the purpose/goal, 
however, is not justified by faith, but by desire (which, in turn, can also be generated by contagion) 
– e.g. profit maximization is not a goal, but a means for a purpose that could be, for example, 
advancing towards the social positioning of the individual concerned; d) in the current economic 
theory there is no freedom in the choice of means, but only in choosing the purpose/goal; e) in Bio-
economics, both the purpose and the means hold rational nature, although not from the 
perspective of instrumental rationality, but from that of normative rationality – NB: the normative 
rationality is a second-order rationality, logically inferable from a model of credential type 
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(justifiable by faith), that is, from an a-rational model; f) it can be said that, within Bio-economics, 
the purpose and means are originated normatively; 

(3) principle of personalism, which could the following considerations be associated with: a) it is a 
principle opposed to individualism (see the current methodological individualism); b) it is true that 
institutionalism proposes a kind of methodological holism, operated through the concept of 
institutional individualism (see Agassi): behaviour is relevant at the individual level, but only 
„framed" by the institutional grid concerned; c) generates a new general methodology of economy 
(i.e. a methodology of Bio-economics, namely social personalism (NB: not the 
sociality/socialization) is relevant, but the solidarity/solidarization) – see here Ortega y Gasset’s 
position -  of course, a solidarity that is not reduced to philanthropy, but aims at 
communitarianization); d) the principle of personalism renounces to the individual as a 
homogeneous behavioural unit, irrespective of the class to which it belongs (e.g. producers form, 
generically, the producer individual, consumers form, generically, the consumer individual) and 
accepts the person as such a behavioural unit; e) the person is the individual „endowed" with 
particular idiosyncrasy, not a categorical one (as is happened in the neoclassical economics); f) 
although there will be a core set of categorical values, the rest of the values will be personal, a-
categorical; g) the „economic individual" (homo œconomicus) now becomes a historical person 
(homo historicus) – NB: the locke-an maxim „homo homini lupus" becomes „homo homini homo"; 

(4) principle of the desiderative rationality, which could the following considerations be associated 
with: a) in the current paradigm (the neoclassical economics, that is the „engineering" economics 
in Sen's terminology) the economic effect is a technical, purely praxiological one, resulting from 
the association of the means to the purpose, so as to maximize the expected utility; b) therefore, 
the economic effect is built from the perspective of effectiveness/efficacy; c) in the current 
economic paradigm, the justification of the economic action is purely technical; d) in the current 
economic paradigm, the choice criterion is the maximum possibility (NB: often confused with 
maximum probability - see Neumann-Morgenstern models); e) in the current economic paradigm, 
the economic analysis is dominated by the optimization analysis (extremization under constraints); 
f) in the bio-economic paradigm (it could be named the viability paradigm), the economic effect is 
a purpose objectively determined; g) so, the economic effect is built from the perspective of 
desirability; h) in the bio-economic paradigm, the criterion of choice is adequacy; i) in the bio-
economic paradigm, the economic analysis is dominated by adequacy analysis, i.e. what is 
significant is the verification of the procedure to achieve the result (e.g. in the way proposed by 
Nozick and, also, by Rawls, as they do with the concept of the procedural justice).  

In the next intervention under the label „Again about Bio-economics” I’ll address the issue of the 
regulative principles of Bio-economics.  


